Optimizing ROI in Banner Ad Design

Case History

Category: Retail
Methods: Predictive Modeling, Market Simulation, Advanced Analytics

Summary
A large, online retailer decided to purchase banner ads on
various websites within three different geographies. We
applied an experimental design and choice modeling to
optimize the color scheme, ad size, and geographic scope of
the banner ads.

Strategic Issues
The client wanted to design banner ads in such a way as to
maximize impressions, click-throughs, and, ultimately, new
customer accounts. Reliable ROI estimates were required
before incurring the cost of a broad rollout of the banner ads.

Research Objectives
 Accurately measure the relative importance of color scheme, ad size, and geography in increasing
impressions, click-throughs, and new customer accounts.
 Determine the optimal combination of color scheme, ad size, and geography that maximizes new
customer accounts or generates positive impressions and click-throughs.

Research Design and Methods
An online test-market approach was used to achieve the highest degree of accuracy in predicting ROI
when varying each website attribute. Three levels or options were tested for each website attribute; based
on color scheme, ad size, and city.
In order to minimize research expense associated with creating the banner ads, we used an experimental
design to select only a subset (9 combinations) of the 27 possible combinations of levels/options—(3 color
schemes) x (3 ad sizes) x (3 geographies) = 27 combinations. Each of the 9 banner ads was placed an
approximately equal number of times.
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Optimizing ROI in Banner Ad Design (Continued)

Results
Application of predictive modeling produced the relative importance of each attribute and the particular
level or option of each attribute that maximizes ROI.
Market simulation predicted the relative ROI for all possible 27 banner ad designs in terms of color scheme,
ad size, and geography.
The results might have suggested, for example, that ad size had double the importance vs. geography and
that geography had double the importance vs. color scheme.
In addition, ROI might, for example, be maximized with an ad size of 240 x 400 pixels, displayed on web
pages in Los Angeles or Chicago, with a brown-yellow color scheme. Based on such findings, the client
would maximize ROI of banner ad market spend.
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